
React an acid with a carbonate to generate carbon dioxide gas. Raise the gas pressure enough 
and your plastic rocket will fly.

Introduction

New substances are made during chemical reactions. These can be solids, liquids or gases. If 
the reaction is carried out in an open container, any gases that might be made are able to 
escape into the air. But if the reaction is carried out in a closed container, they cannot escape 
and the pressure inside builds up. The container can explode if the pressure gets high enough. 
This idea can be used to make a simple rocket which uses the force of the escaping gases to 
shoot up into the air.

Ideas for extension activities

Baking powder reacts with acids to produce carbon dioxide gas, just as fizzy tablets do when 
they are added to water. Try the experiment using baking powder and vinegar (note that the 
reaction will start straight away so you will have to be organised). 
Investigate if the height reached by your rocket depends on the amount of baking powder or 
vinegar added. Remember to change the amount of just one substance at a time to make your 
results valid. 

Are your results reliable – do you get the same results if you repeat the experiments with the 
same amounts as before? Vinegar contains ethanoic acid (acetic acid). Try using lemon juice, 
which contains citric acid, instead of vinegar. 

Donʼt forget to wear eye protection when you do any of these experiments. 

Curriculum links: Key Stage 2 (ages 7 to 11)

From Sc1 (Scientific enquiry):

1 Ideas and evidence in science
 1 It is important to test ideas using evidence from observation and measurement.
2.1 Investigative skills
 2a Ask questions that can be investigated scientifically and decide how to find   
  answers.
 2c Think about what might happen or try things out when deciding what to do,   
  what kind of evidence to collect, and what equipment and materials to use.
 2d Make a fair test or comparison by changing one factor, and observing or   
  measuring the effect while keeping other factors the same.
 2e  Use simple equipment and materials appropriately and take action to control 
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risks.
 2g  Check observations and measurements by repeating them where appropriate.
 2j Use observations, measurements or other data to draw conclusions.

From Sc3 (Materials and their properties):

2 Changing materials
 2f Non-reversible changes [for example, vinegar reacting with bicarbonate of  
  soda, plaster of Paris with water] result in the formation of new materials that  
  may be useful.

From Sc4 (Physical processes):

2 Forces and motion
 2b Know that objects are pulled downwards because of the gravitational   
  attraction between them and the Earth.
 2d When objects are pushed or pulled, an opposing pull or push can be felt.

Curriculum links: Key Stage 3 (ages 11 to 14)

1 Key concepts
 1.1  Scientific thinking
  1.1a Use scientific ideas and models to explain phenomena, and to develop  
   them creatively to generate and test theories.
2 Key processes
 2.1  Practical and enquiry skills
 2.1b Able to assess risk and work safely in the laboratory, field and workplace.
 2.1c Plan and carry out practical and investigative activities, both individually and  
  in groups.
3 Range and content
 3.1 Energy, electricity and forces
  3.1b  Forces are interactions between objects and can affect their shape and  
   motion.
 3.2 Chemical and material behaviour
  3.2c Elements and compounds show characteristic chemical properties and  
   patterns in their behaviour.

Curriculum links: Key Stage 4 (ages 14 to 16)

1 How Science Works
 1.1 Data, evidence, theories and explanations
  1.1a Know how scientific data can be collected and analysed.
  1.1b Know how interpretation of data, using creative thought, provides  
   evidence to test ideas and develop theories.
 1.2 Practical and enquiry skills
  1.2a Plan to test a scientific idea, answer a scientific question, or solve a  
   scientific problem.



  1.2c Able to work accurately and safely, individually and with others, when  
   collecting first-hand data.
2 Breadth of study
 2.2 Chemical and material behaviour
  2.2b There are patterns in the chemical reactions between substances.
  2.2c New materials are made from natural resources by chemical reactions.


